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An essential element of my Group Launch Sequence is to delay 
the release of pricing. When we release pricing too early (before you 
complete the promotions), momentum will be significantly reduced. 
Fewer people will attend your upcoming information sessions. They 
will immediately begin making assumptions and judgments. They will 
miss out on hearing ‘the rest of the story’! 
 
 
MINIMIZED THE REQUESTS STRAIGHT-AWAY 
Set the expectation straight away so everybody knows from the beginning that 
you are negotiating hard on their behalf and creating a very special package. 
Specifically state THE DATE when pricing will be completed.  
 
Never ever say: I can't give it to  you .. I won't give it to you ..  
 
When you reveal the SEQUENCE OF EVENTS and the accompanying 
AGENDA, that is where you confirm when pricing will be ready for release – 
typically the VERY LAST information session. 
 
 
GET THE GROUP LEADER ONBOARD & IN AGREEMENT 
More than likely, your Group Leader WILL KNOW THE PRICING because that 
was part of your initial PITCH (to get the group).  
 
It is CRITICAL they agree NOT to expose pricing to anybody. Give them the 
confidence that you are a PRO at doing these launches. They must trust that 
your marketing plan WILL drive better results. They CANNOT spill the beans! 
 
 
IF THE GUEST GET RESTLESS  
If the guests try forcing your hand to reveal pricing (which they will) try using 
these responses: 
 
I'll have final package pricing complete on XXX. 
  

 

 
 

Top Tips on How to Control the 
Release of GROUP PRICING 
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I am just as excited and eager to see the final package price. I am negotiating for 
you hard to make this the absolute best trip ever. Thank you Thank you for 
trusting me to deliver an amazing package at an amazing price! 
 
I am working diligently for you to create a customized group package that you'll 
all love - meaning I am negotiating hard with multiple vendors. I want to give you 
more and charge you less - that's why my clients love me. 
 
It's easy to give you the same price you see on the Internet but trust me you will 
come back disappointed that you ended up spending over budget and getting 
stressed out. Any web site or travel agent who just quotes that less inclusive 
price is doing you a major disservice. I've got your back. I am the best travel 
agent in the world at creating more inclusive packages. I won't let you get 
stressed out or miss a thing. I promise to have pricing locked down on XX. 
 
I am fine-tuning the package and the price which I know you will love. I absolutely 
positively will have it all firmed up by XX. I will announce it on our call. I have 
never missed a deadline! 
 
I guarantee the total package price will be well within the budget parameters you 
gave me. Give me just a little more time to keep negotiating for you - the wait will 
be very, very worthwhile. 
 
The best thing you ever did was allow me to negotiate package pricing. You will 
love what I am putting together for you. I am very close to finalizing it. I promise 
to make the big announcement on our call together on XX. 
 
You probably have a rough idea of starting prices that you see online. Keep in 
mind that they are always stripped down and you will always ended up spending 
significantly more. That's why you hired me for this job - I can negotiate much 
better for group pricing. Our special package pricing will be higher than what you 
see online but I will SAVE you money in the long run and make everything more 
stress-free and convenient. 
 
 
 

I WISH YOU GREAT SUCCESS! 
YOU CAN  DO THIS! 

 

 


